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[1] The Hot Electron and Ion Drift Integrator (HEIDI) model was used to simulate all of
the intense storms (Dstmin < �100 nT) from solar cycle 23 (1996–2005). These storms
were classified according to their heliospheric driving structure, namely, either an
interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME) or a corotating interaction region and its
trailing high-speed stream (CIR/HSS). Five different HEIDI input combinations were used
to create a large collection of numerical results, varying the plasma outer boundary
condition and electric field description in the model. Statistical data-model analyses were
conducted on the total energy content, yielding error estimates on the correlation
coefficients and root-mean-square error values for each run set. The accuracy of each
run set depends on the method of comparison and classification of the driver.
For the correlation coefficients, the simulations using a local-time-dependent outer
boundary condition were consistently better than those using a local-time-averaged
(but high-time-resolution) nightside boundary condition, with the simplistic electric
field being better than the self-consistent field description. For the root-mean-square
error, the results are less conclusive. For the CIR/HSS-driven storms, those with the
high-time-resolution boundary condition were systematically better than those with
the local-time-dependent (but lower-time-resolution) boundary condition. For the
ICME-driven storms, those run sets employing the self-consistent electric field calculation
were systematically better than those using the simplistic electric field. The implication,
therefore, is that the inner magnetospheric physical response to strong driving is, at least to
some degree, fundamentally different depending on the heliospheric structure impacting
geospace. Specifically, for an accurate SYMH* comparison, it is found that CIR/HSS
events respond strongly to transient spikes in the plasma outer boundary condition,
while ICME passages exhibit a more highly structured electric field.
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1. Introduction

[2] Liemohn et al. [2010] conducted a systematic investi-
gation of the similarities and differences in the inner mag-
netospheric hot ion response during different solar wind
driving structures. In particular, they considered all of the
intense storms (with a minimum Dst index [Sugiura and
Kamei, 1991] of �100 nT or lower) during solar cycle 23
(from 1996 to 2005 inclusive), classifying them as driven by
either an interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME) or a
corotating interaction region and its trailing high-speed
stream (CIR/HSS), as provided by Zhang et al. [2007a,
2007b]. They simulated all of these storms with the Hot
Electron and Ion Drift Integrator (HEIDI) model using sev-
eral different particle outer boundary conditions and electric
field descriptions. Their data-model comparisons included

Dst* (the component of the Dst index caused by near-Earth
currents) from ground-based magnetometers and local-noon
hot ion density and temperature measurements from geo-
synchronously orbiting satellites. For the Dst* comparisons,
they focused on the peak of the storm, as was done by
Liemohn and Jazowski [2008] for the initial HEIDI run set
and analysis study. A finding of Liemohn et al. [2010] was
that HEIDI consistently underpredicts the Dst* perturbation
for CIR/HSS-driven storms while matching the dayside
plasma observations relatively well, implying that there are
other currents contributing to the low-latitude magnetic
perturbations preferentially during CIR/HSS events com-
pared to ICME events.
[3] An interesting point about the Liemohn et al. [2010]

study is that it did not declare a best fit solution for the
two solar structure storm sets. That is, the five simulation run
sets each had strengths and weaknesses in the data-model
comparisons, and the results were too similar across the run
sets to quantitatively state which model configuration yiel-
ded the most accurate representation of the inner magneto-
sphere during those intervals.
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[4] Other studies, however, have clearly shown differ-
ences in the response of geospace to these two driving
structures. Tsurutani and Gonzalez [1997] presented a
detailed comparison of the ICME and CIR/HSS driven storm
events, and Borovsky and Denton [2006] compiled an
excellent summary of these similarities and differences in
response to these two drivers. Inner magnetospheric simu-
lations show that ICME-driven events are better simulated
by drift physics models than are CIR/HSS events [e.g.,
Jordanova, 2006; Jordanova et al., 2009], while global
geospace models (that include a drift physics code for the
inner magnetosphere) work fairly well for CIR/HSS storms
[e.g., Ilie et al., 2010]. Several studies have investigated the
energy partitioning within geospace for these two types of
events, finding that the relative percentage of energy dissi-
pated in the auroral zone is much bigger for CIR/HSS storms
than for ICME events [e.g., Huttunen and Koskinen, 2004;
Lu, 2006; Turner et al., 2006, 2009; Pokhotelov et al.,
2010]. Geosynchronous data has also been used to exam-
ine the different responses of these drivers, considering the
keV energy range particle populations [e.g., Denton et al.,
2006; MacDonald et al., 2010] and the more energetic
electrons of the outer radiation belt [e.g., Borovsky and
Denton, 2009; Denton et al., 2010]. Richardson et al.
[2006] provide a concise summary of intense geomagnetic
storm dynamics during CIR/HSS events.
[5] Overall, it has been noted that these two styles of solar

wind forcing are very different. Therefore, it is logical to ask
the question: does the magnetosphere exhibit a fundamen-
tally different response to the same forcing for these two
types of drivers, or is the magnetospheric response funda-
mentally consistent between the two drivers and the differ-
ence in the typical response simply a matter of different
typical forcing rates?
[6] This study addresses this question with a more detailed

analysis of the simulation run sets from Liemohn et al.
[2010]. Specifically, the entire storm interval is considered
and compared against observations rather than just the storm
peak, as was done in that study.

2. Numerical Approach

[7] This study builds on the numerical simulations initially
presented by Liemohn and Jazowski [2008] and Liemohn
et al. [2010]. In brief, the ion phase space density was cal-
culated throughout near-Earth space by the Hot Ion and
Electron Drift Integrator (HEIDI) model, a code originally
written two decades ago [e.g., Fok et al., 1993, 1995;
Jordanova et al., 1994, 1996]. HEIDI solves the gyration
and bounce averaged kinetic equation for the phase space
density of hot plasma species in the inner magnetosphere.
HEIDI solves for each species on about 500 cells in physical

space and about 3000 cells in velocity space at each of these
spatial cell locations. The version used for this study
[Liemohn et al., 2004] includes either a specified electric
field description or a self-consistently calculated electric
field (for this study, the Kp-driven Volland-Stern model
[Volland, 1973; Stern, 1975; Maynard and Chen, 1975]),
based on the particle pressures and resulting field-aligned
currents through the subauroral ionosphere [Liemohn et al.,
2001; Ridley and Liemohn, 2002]. It is coupled to the
dynamic global core plasma model (DGCPM) of Ober et al.
[1997] for the thermal plasmaspheric population, needed for
Coulomb collisional scattering and decay. It also uses the
Rairden et al. [1986] neutral hydrogen density model for the
charge exchange collisional losses.
[8] The other important input to HEIDI is the outer

boundary condition on the particle populations [e.g.,
Thomsen et al., 1998]. For this study, three different
boundary conditions are used. One set is the geosynchro-
nous observations for the specific events, compiled into a
single high-resolution time series (96 s cadence) and applied
everywhere that there is inflow through the boundary. This
time series is created from measurements from the magne-
tospheric plasma analyzer (MPA) [Bame et al., 1993] and
the synchronous orbiting particle analyzer (SOPA) [Belian
et al., 1992]. The second set is the O’Brien and Lemon
[2007] reanalysis of the Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) MPA plasma density moments. This set provides
local time as well as universal time variation, but only on an
hourly cadence in both parameters. The third set is a night-
side average of the O’Brien et al. reanalysis values (i.e., no
local time variation and a 1 h universal time cadence). All
three of these boundary conditions are modified with a
compositional split specified by Young et al. [1982] and
implemented by Liemohn et al. [1999]. The densities and
temperatures from the three boundary conditions are very
similar, on average.
[9] The five run sets considered for this study are defined

in Table 1. There is only one run set with the third outer
boundary condition because this run set was conducted as a
test. It is expected that it would yield a result in between run
sets 2 and 4.
[10] Simulations with the HEIDI model were conducted

for a 4 day window around each of the 90 storm intervals
from 1996 through 2005, yielding a database of 450 unique
simulation results. Of the 90 intense storms, 11 are CIR/HSS
events and 69 are ICME-driven disturbances, and 10 were
excluded due to large data gaps (>4 h) in the LANL or solar
wind inputs during the main phase. In addition, some
simulations quit unexpectedly because of numerical stability
conditions within HEIDI (i.e., the electric field became too
large for the grid). The final usable simulation count is
therefore 358, ranging from 66 to 80 for any given run set
(see Liemohn et al. [2010] for more details on the number of
usable storms for each run set). The Dst minimum time was
always located within the second day of the simulation
interval, providing at least 24 h of simulation prior to the
peak and at least 48 h of simulation after it.

3. Results

[11] Data-model comparisons were conducted against the
SYMH* time series. The SYMH* time series is defined for

Table 1. Run Number Designations for the Combinations of
Plasma and Electric Field Boundary Conditions

LANLa

Satellite Data
LANLa

Reanalysis
Reanalysis
Averages

Volland-Stern Electric Field 1 3 –
Self-Consistent Electric Field 2 4 5

aLANL, Los Alamos National Laboratory.
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this study like this [e.g., Kozyra and Liemohn, 2003;
Liemohn and Kozyra, 2003]:

SYMH* ¼ SYMH � DMP þ DQ

CIC

where SYMH is the 1 min SYMH index compiled from low-
latitude magnetometer stations by the Kyoto World Data
Center, DMP is an estimate of the contribution from the
magnetopause currents (based on the upstream solar wind
dynamic pressure [from O’Brien and McPherron, 2000]),
DQ is a quiet time offset value (11 nT) [also from O’Brien
and McPherron, 2000], and CIC is a correction factor for
the contribution from induced currents within the Earth
(here, 1.3) [e.g., Langel and Estes, 1985]. The solar wind
values are from the OMNI database and are time lagged to
the magnetopause using the minimum variance analysis
front determination and propagation technique. A simulation
equivalent to SYMH* comes from the Dessler-Parker-
Sckopke relationship [Dessler and Parker, 1959; Sckopke,
1966],

SYMH*
DPS ¼ �3:98⋅10�30ERC keV½ �

(hereinafter referred to as SYMHDPS), which relates the
total energy content of the plasma within the inner magne-
tosphere, ERC, to a magnetic perturbation at the center of the
Earth. Both Liemohn and Jazowski [2008] and Liemohn
et al. [2010] show example comparisons of observed ver-
sus modeled Dst* values for several storm intervals. Note
that SYMHDPS is always a negative number, while the
observed SYMH* can be positive, depending on SYMH and
dynamic pressure at that time.
[12] Unlike the Liemohn et al. [2010] study, which only

considered the comparison at the storm peak, the present
study uses a 72 h window of comparison from each simu-
lation. This window extends from 24 h prior to the Dst peak
to 48 h after it. This interval was simulated for every storm
event and therefore provides a consistent baseline for com-
parison between the events. Ilie et al. [2008] found that the
average main phase for an intense storm is 12 h. A prepeak
window of 24 h, therefore, will cover all of the main phase
and, on average, an equal amount of prestorm quiet time.
The recovery phase can last for many days after the peak, but
is often (though not always) back up to less than 50% of the
storm peak after 48 h [e.g., Gonzalez et al., 1994; Denton
and Borovsky, 2008]. This 72 h window, then, represents a
comparison for the entirety of the disturbed interval for each
storm event.
[13] Figure 1 shows superposed epoch time series of

SYMH* for the CIR/HSS-driven storm events. The data
for each storm has been referenced to the time of minimum
Dst as listed by Zhang et al. [2007a, 2007b]. Figure 1a is
the SYMH* time series, while Figures 1b–1f show the
SYMHDPS time series for the five model run sets. For the
calculation of SYMH* from SYMH, propagated solar wind
data was used. When available, high-time-cadence (1 or
5 min) solar wind values were used, but if not, then 1 h
values were interpolated to the SYMH time series. The color
scale shows the number of values within 10 min by 10 nT
bins. The solid white line is the mean of the SYMH* values
and the dashed line is the median of the values. The time

span of Figure 1 ranges from 24 h prior to the storm peak
through 48 h after the storm peak. Note that some of the
plots do not contain all 11 storms if, for some reason, that
storm was excluded from the result analysis. Figure 1a has a
slightly different y axis range for SYMH* than Figures 1b–1f
have for the SYMHDPS values.
[14] It is seen in Figure 1 that the observed SYMH* time

series has a wide spread in the main phase but tightens to a
narrow cluster in the recovery phase. The model results all
start with values just below zero; this is due to the quiet time
initial condition imposed on the simulation (an empty
domain for run sets 1 and 3, and one which has a SYMHDPS

value of about �12 nT for the other run sets). Because these
plots include 24 h prior to the storm peak, there is some
prestorm quiet time included in the simulation results. Each
of the model run sets then shows a systematic spreading in
the SYMHDPS values near the storm peak and a realigning of
the values late in the recovery phase.
[15] Figure 2 is a similar set of plots as Figure 1, but for

the ICME-driven events. As in Figure 1, Figure 2a has a
slightly different y axis range than do Figures 2b–2f. Careful
examining of the solid and dashed lines in Figure 2 reveals
that the mean is systematically offset (more negative) from
the median. This is because of a skewing of the mean due to
the few very large negative SYMH* values for some of the
storms. Again, the model results all cluster just below zero at
the start of the 72 h interval, spread out near the storm peak,
and then refocus in the late recovery phase.
[16] Each of the modeled superposed epoch time series

can be plotted against the corresponding observed SYMH*
time series to yield a data-model comparison scatterplot.
Specifically, the original 1 min resolution SYMHDPS results
are paired with the corresponding SYMH* value for that
minute. These scatterplots of the SYMH*-SYMHDPS com-
parisons for each of the five run sets are presented in
Figures 3 and 4. All of the storms are overlaid in Figure 3
(the CIR/HSS drivers) and Figure 4 (the ICME drivers) for
each of the five run sets. The color scale shows the number
of data points within each 10 nT by 10 nT bin, and the solid
diagonal line in each plot is a reference line with unity slope
and zero offset, representing a perfect match between
SYMH* and SYMHDPS.
[17] The main feature of Figures 3a–3e is that nearly all

of the storm time points are above the unity diagonal (the
solid line in each plot), indicating that SYMHDPS time series
from the HEIDI ion total energy content is underestimating
the intensity of the magnetic perturbation recorded in SYMH*
during CIR/HSS-driven storms. This is to be expected
(for any HEIDI simulation) because the HEIDI code only
extends to geosynchronous orbit, and there could be sub-
stantial current densities beyond this altitude [cf. Turner
et al., 2000, 2001; Liemohn, 2003; Ganushkina et al., 2004,
2010; Liemohn et al., 2011]. Another feature of Figure 3 is
that the high-time-resolution (but no local-time-variation)
boundary condition run sets (1 and 2) exhibit more scatter in
the data-model comparison than do the run sets with the
reanalysis outer boundary condition. Run sets 4 and 5 yield
particularly narrow distributions of plots in SYMHDPS for a
given SYMH*(although not aligned with a slope of one rel-
ative to SYMH*).
[18] In Figure 4, though, the results for the ICME-driven

events are closer to the unity line. A bright patch of high
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count rate per bin is seen in the upper right of each plot.
This is partly due to the initial condition of the simulations
producing a well-clustered set of simulation values in the
prestorm interval, seen in Figure 2. A similar, although less
pronounced, feature is seen in Figure 3 from the initial
condition influence on the run set results in Figure 1. Qual-
itatively, there is more scatter in Figure 4 than in Figure 3,
indicating that the resulting SYMHDPS values from HEIDI
are more variable for ICME-driven storms than for CIR/
HSS-driven storms. The observed SYMH* values for
ICME-driven storms (Figure 4a) also exhibit greater scatter
than those for CIR/HSS-driven storms (Figure 3a),

indicating that this could be due to the differing storm size
between the two solar wind driver structures.
[19] To quantify the goodness of fit within these scatter-

plots, statistical quantities such as the linear correlation
coefficient (R) and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) can
be calculated from the SYMH* and SYMHDPS values. As an
additional quantification of the error in these statistics and
the significance of the values between the various HEIDI run
sets, a bootstrap method resampling was conducted [e.g.,
Huber, 1981; Efron and Tibshirani, 1993]. The bootstrap
method has been used successfully before in space physics
research to quantify the error on statistical results [e.g., Reiff,

Figure 1. Superposed epoch times series of SYMH* for the CIR/HSS-driven storms calculated from
(a) the observed values and (b–f) the five model run sets (SYMHDPS), respectively. The color scale shows
the number of values within each 10 min by 10 nT bin. The solid and dashed white lines are the mean and
median, respectively. Note that Figure 1a has a different y axis scale than the others.
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1990; Tsyganenko et al., 2003; Green and Kivelson, 2004;
Haraguchi et al., 2004], including for Dst data comparisons
[Jorgensen et al., 2004]. This is a technique in which a data
set of x-y pairs of numbers (SYMH* and SYMHDPS values,
in this case) is recreated as a new and slightly different data
set. The new set is created by randomly choosing x-y pairs
from the original data set (equal to the number of original
pairs), but with the possibility of choosing the same pairs
multiple times (at the expense of omitting other pairs). The

statistics (R and RMSE) are then calculated for this new data
set. This resampling procedure can be done many times to
create a distribution of the statistics values, and a large
number of resamplings reduces variation of the statistics.
These distributions of R and RMSE have their own mean
and standard deviation, and significance tests can be con-
ducted between the R distribution for the various run sets to
quantify if their correlations are different are not. In addition,
the presence of nonnormal features in the original x or

Figure 2. Superposed epoch times series of SYMH* for the ICME-driven storms calculated from (a) the
observed values and (b–f) the five model run sets (SYMHDPS), respectively. The color scale shows the
number of values within each 10 min by 10 nT bin. The solid and dashed white lines are the mean and
median, respectively.
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y values might skew the mean or standard deviation in the
resampled data, creating nonnormal features in the proba-
bility distribution (like a secondary peak or extended tail in
one or both directions).
[20] Figure 5 shows the error statistic probability dis-

tributions found by applying the bootstrap method to
SYMH* and SYMHDPS. Shown are the correlation coeffi-
cient R (Figures 5a–5c) and the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) (Figures 5d–5f) for the CIE/HSS-driven storms

(Figures 5a and 5d) and the ICME-driven events (Figures 5b
and 5e). The comparisons for the five HEIDI run sets are
shown as the various colored lines. Various numbers of
resamplings were tested, from 50 to 1000, stepping by
increments of 50, to investigate the repeatability of the sta-
tistical results and the influence of the random number usage
in the resampling method. It was found that at only 50
resamplings, the shape of the probability distributions varies
a little between bootstrap analyses. However, for several

Figure 3. Scatterplots of the simulated SYMHDPS value against the observed SYMH* value for all
storms for each of the five run sets for the CIR/HSS-driven storms. The color scale shows the number
of points in each 10 nT by 10 nT bin. The diagonal solid line in each plot shows a perfect prediction.
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hundred resamplings, the statistical results are identical from
one bootstrap analysis to the next. In addition, the ordering
of the run sets is the same for any of the resampling numbers
that were tested, even down to only 50 resamplings. This
confirms the statistical robustness findings of Huber [1981].
For these plots, 1000 bootstrap resamplings were conducted
to construct the probability distributions.
[21] In the correlations (Figures 5a–5c), it is seen that the

ordering of the five run sets is nearly identical for the two

storm driver classifications. Run sets 3 and 4 are the best for
both drivers, with run set 5 also being among the top for the
CIR/HSS-driven events (Figure 5a). These run sets all use
the LT-UT reanalysis outer boundary condition, but run set 3
has the Volland-Stern electric field while run sets 4 and 5
use a self-consistent field description. In addition, all of the
correlations are slightly better for the CIR/HSS-driven
storms than for the ICME-driven events (by a DR of about
0.15). The correlations for the various run sets usually do not

Figure 4. Scatterplots of the simulated SYMHDPS value against the observed SYMH* value for all
storms for each of the five run sets for the ICME-driven storms. The color scale shows the number of
points in each 10 nT by 10 nT bin. The diagonal solid line in each plot shows a perfect prediction.
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overlap and significance tests indicate that they are all sta-
tistically different from each other when these distributions
are visibly separated. The overlap of distributions can be
used as a significance test, revealing the statistical signifi-
cance of our conclusions about which run sets have a larger
R or lower RMSE.
[22] For the RMSE distributions in Figures 5d–5f, the

ordering of the HEIDI run sets is very different. Note that,
for RMSE, a low value is better than a high one. Therefore,
run sets 1, 2, and 3 are the best for the CIR/HSS storms
while run sets 2 and 4 (Figure 5d) are the best for the ICME
storms (Figure 5e). For the CIR/HSS-driven storms, two of
the three best run sets based on RMSE are those with the
high-time-resolution LANL boundary condition (but lacking
local time variation), with the difference being the electric
field description (Volland-Stern for run set 1 and self-

consistent for run set 2). For the ICME-driven storms,
the two best run sets both use the self-consistent electric
field description, with the difference between them being
the outer boundary condition for the hot ions (high-time-
resolution LANL data for run set 2, LT-UT reanalyzed
LANL data for run set 4).
[23] Basing conclusions from the comparisons of the

intense CIR/HSS-driven events to the all of the intense
ICME-driven events is not entirely appropriate because the
range of storm sizes is different between these two drivers.
A more proper comparison is with subset of the ICME-
driven events that span the same intensity range as the CIR/
HSS-driven events included in this study. This subset con-
tains 34 of the original 69 usable ICME-driven storms.
Statistics of this subset were conducted and the probability
distributions for the R and RMSE parameters are shown in

Figure 5. Probability distributions of correlation coefficients (left) and root-mean-square error (right) for
(a, d) the CIR/HSS-driven storm intervals and (b, e) the ICME-driven events of the five run set SYMHDPS

results against SYMH* (each colored line, as indicated in the legend). (c, f) Statistics for a subset of ICME
events for the same intensity range as the CIR/HSS-driven storms. Note that each plot has a different x axis
value set that does not start at zero.
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Figures 5c and 5f, respectively. It is seen that the ordering of
the run sets is nearly identical to the full ICME event list
results of Figures 5b and 5e. The only difference is with the
correlation coefficients, where the top two run sets (2 and 4)
switched position and run set 5 advanced to third best.
[24] The shape of the probability distributions in Figure 5

is also a meaningful feature in the analysis. It reveals the
closeness of the original SYMH* and SYMHDPS data sets to
a normal distribution. If the shape of the probability distri-
bution for a statistic is a nice Gaussian curve, then the
original data from which the bootstrapping was taken is also
a normal distribution. However, if there are secondary peaks
in the probability distribution or some other non-Gaussian
shape to the statistic, then this indicates that the original data
was bimodal, skewed, or otherwise irregularly distributed.
While there are a few small non-Gaussian features in the
probability distributions, they are, for the most part, smooth
and regularly shaped. Because these features are rare and
subtle in Figure 5, they do not influence the findings of this
study and further analysis of them is not needed.

4. Discussion

[25] To address the question of whether there is a funda-
mental difference in the inner magnetospheric response
between CIR/HSS-driven storms and ICME-driven storms,
we have considered 90 intense storm events from solar cycle
23 and simulated them with several numerical configura-
tions of the HEIDI model. The results from these simulations
were then compared against the SYMH* time series for each
event. It is found that the best fit HEIDI run set changes
depending on the goodness-of-fit statistic being considered.
In addition, for a given statistic (R or RMSE), the best run
set is sometimes the same between the two solar driver
structures and sometimes very different, and the ordering of
the run sets is usually very different between the two solar
wind drivers.
[26] Based on these results, the short answer to the title

question is, therefore, that the response is driver dependent.
The inner magnetosphere is responding differently to solar
wind driving and the physics of the response is fundamen-
tally altered between these two heliospheric structures. This
is a stronger conclusion than that of Liemohn et al. [2010],
but this new study used the entirety of each storm interval
instead of just the peak intensity of the storms. In addition,
we have placed error estimates on the statistical goodness-
of-fit quantifications, demonstrating that the differences
between the run sets are often mathematically significant.
[27] The systematic differences between the storm driving

structures for the two statistical parameters can be explained
as follows. The correlation coefficients are a measure of how
well a linear fit of SYMHDPS as a function of SYMH*
reproduces the comparisons between these two values. This
coefficient can be very high if the linear fit is good, but it
does not guarantee a slope of unity and intercept of zero.
That is, the two quantities might vary linearly with each
other, but there could be a huge difference in the actual
values, especially for largest negative SYMH*. Because the
CIR/HSS-storm comparisons are clustered above the unity
lines in Figure 3 while the ICME-storm comparisons are
spread across a larger range of SYMHDPS values in Figure 4

(including many times with SYMHDPS less than SYMH*),
the linear fit is systematically better for the CIR/HSS storms.
[28] The RMSE comparisons are a measure of how close

the SYMHDPS values are to their corresponding SYMH*
values, with a weighted error estimate that augments the
contribution of large differences between these two quanti-
ties. For larger negative SYMH* values, the differences
between the observed and modeled numbers can be sub-
stantially larger than the differences for small negative
SYMH* values. That is, RMSE will systematically produce
larger error values for larger storms. Because all of the CIR/
HSS-driven storms have a SYMHminimum above�150 nT,
this driving structure systematically produces smaller RMSE
than the ICME-storm data-model comparisons.
[29] It is interesting to note that the ordering of the run sets

for the ICME-driven events did not change when only the
smaller intense storms were considered (comparing
Figures 5b and 5e with Figures 5c and 5f). Time series plots
like those in Figure 2 and scatterplots like those in Figure 4
were made for the subset of ICMEs (not shown), and they
look very similar to those for the entire ICME intense storm
list shown in Figures 2 and 4. This indicates that the mag-
netic storms driven by ICME solar wind structures are well
represented by the settings of run sets 3 and 4 regardless of
the intensity of SYMH*.
[30] The dependence of which run set is “best” on the

statistical parameter being considered also can be explained.
It is qualitatively seen in Figures 3 and 4 that the run sets
with the reanalysis outer boundary condition values are more
tightly clustered together. This is true for both of the driving
structures. A closer examination of Figures 3 and 4 reveals
that run sets 3–5 have systematically smaller (i.e., closer to
zero) SYMHDPS values than those for run sets 1 and 2. This
smaller intensity for the resulting storm is a result of the
averaging conducted for the reanalysis, a step not done for
the high-time-resolution boundary condition. Therefore,
the outer boundary density can be significantly higher and
more variable for run sets 1 and 2 compared to that from run
sets 3–5. The influence of this clustering on the goodness-of-
fit statistics is that the correlation coefficients are systemat-
ically higher for the reanalysis run sets. Therefore, run sets 3
and 4 (and even run set 5, for the CIR/HSS-driven storms)
are the best for the correlation coefficient.
[31] The RMSE values are weighted to favor the larger

differences between SYMH* and SYMHDPS. That is, this
error parameter is sensitive to the difference away from the
unity lines in Figures 3 and 4. These larger differences sys-
tematically occur at larger negative values of SYMH*.
Examining Figures 3 and 4 again, it is seen qualitatively that
near the peaks of the storm intervals, certain run sets are
grouped closer to the unity line than other run sets. For the
CIR/HSS-driven storms, run sets 1 and 2 have more points
closer to the unity line, in part because of the larger outer
boundary density values and higher variability of these
values. So, for this solar wind driver, the presence of tran-
sient spikes in the outer boundary condition were necessary
for more accurate storm peak modeling.
[32] For the ICME-driven storms, all of the run sets are

fairly close to the unity line, and therefore those with the
tightest scattering yield the best RSME values, i.e., the run
sets with the self-consistent electric fields. Therefore, for this
solar wind driver, the RMSE values for the self-consistent
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electric field run sets (2 and 4) are systematically lower than
those for the simplistic empirical electric field model.
[33] What this implies is that the inner magnetosphere and

near-Earth plasma sheet are responding in fundamentally
different ways to the two solar wind driver structures, even
for the same level of driving. The CIR/HSS-driven storms
require transient spikes in the outer boundary condition for an
accurate SYMH* comparison, while the ICME-driven events
require the small-scale spatial and temporal structure of the
self-consistent electric field to more accurately represent the
SYMH* time series. The reason for this difference is still an
unresolved question, but our conjecture about it that, because
the driving is systematically stronger during ICME storms
(see the statistics on this difference in the work of Borovsky
and Denton [2006] and Liemohn and Jazowski [2008]), this
forces the plasma sheet hot ions deeper into the inner mag-
netosphere, where the feedback of this hot ion pressure (via
field-aligned current closure and the generation of these
intense, small-scale flow patterns) is more pronounced.

5. Conclusions

[34] Five different model set up configurations of the
HEIDI model were used to simulate all of the intense
(Dstmin < �100 nT) magnetic storms from solar cycle 23
(from years 1996 through 2005). Two different electric field
choices and three different outer boundary conditions for the
hot ions were applied in different combinations. The storms
were classified according to their heliospheric driving struc-
ture, and data-model comparisons were made against the
SYMH* time series for each event. The question was posed
regarding the nature of the physical response of the inner
magnetosphere to these systematically different driving
conditions.
[35] It was determined that the response was similar

between the drivers when considering correlation coefficient,
but are quite different when considering RMSE values. The
scatterplots of these data-model comparisons confirm that the
relationship systematically changes between the two solar
wind structures. Therefore, it is concluded that the inner
magnetosphere responds in a fundamentally different manner
between CIR/HSS-driven storms and ICME-driven storms.
Specifically, for an accurate SYMH* comparison, it is found
that CIR/HSS events respond strongly to transient spikes in
the plasma outer boundary condition while ICME passages
exhibit a more highly structured electric field.
[36] An unexpected yet explainable outcome of these data-

model comparisons is that the “best fit” run set is different
for the two error estimates. For the correlation coefficient,
the reanalysis outer boundary condition simulations were the
best. For the root-mean-square error, the self-consistent
electric field run sets yielded the lowest values for the
ICME-driven storms and the high-time-resolution plasma
input run sets were the best for the CIR/HSS-driven storms.
This is because these two statistics are sensitive to different
characteristics of the SYMH*-SYMHDPS relationship and to
phases of the storm. If one is interested in predicting
SYMH* variation throughout the time series, then the cor-
relation coefficient is the better error estimate, as the linear
relationship between SYMH* and SYMHDPS is a the quan-
tity of relevance. However, a high correlation does not imply
a slope of unity, and a model run set producing a tightly

scattered data-model comparison will have a high correlation
but is, nonetheless, systematically inaccurate. If one is
focused on an accurate hot ion description near the peak of
the storm, then the RMSE value is the better estimate. Run
set 4, with the reanalysis plasma boundary condition and the
self-consistent electric field, is common among the “best”
run sets for most of the error measures for the two drivers,
and therefore is a reasonable choice of model configuration
for consistently accurate simulation results.
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